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THE LATITUDE OF MOUNT HOREB. 60).J
The N.E. wind has the srnallest average estimated force in two months
-April and June.
The N.W. wind has the smallest average estimated force in one month
-December.
The smallest average estimated force of the wind in any month was
0'4 from the north in March; the next in order was 0·5 from the north-
east in both March and June; 0'5 from the south-east in May, J nne,
July, August, and September; 0'5 from the east in June, July, and
August, and 0'5 from the north-west in December.
The numbers in the last column show the total number of days of
calm on those days that the air was not in nlOtion at 9 a.m. in the ten
years ending 18R9, at Sarona. The three largest numbers are in the
October, November, and April, 131, 112, and 89 respectively; the three
smallest numbers are July, Jun,e, and August, 24, 36, and 46 respecti'7ely.
The total number of days of air in motion was 2,772. The total number
of days of observation was 3,653, so that in these 10 years, on 881 days
the air was calm, or nearly so.
(To be continued in April" Quarterly Statement.")
THE LATITUDE OF MOITNT HOREB.
By CHAS. Fox, M.R.C.S., F.S.S.
My attention has been turned to a paper by J. Stow on this subject, in
the QuarteJ'ly Statements of last year, p. 178 ; and, as further light may
be thrown on it, and the reason of the error in his conclusion manifested,
it appears due to send the following, and may, in some other respects, not
be without interest.
The writer aimed to deduce the true latitude of Mount Horeb from
thp, mystical map (as I would call it) of Israel, shown to Ezekiel, and of
which he gives a diagram. Here, as he shows, each tribe is assigned an
equal extent of Canaan, and there is a "God's acre" in the midst-the
Holy portion, similarly measured-and he justly reasons that, the dimen-
sions being actually given (in reeds) by the angel, it is possible, hence, to
fix the position of Horeb, this being assumed to coincide with the
"Waters of Strife in Kadesh." By this principle he has an unimpeach-
able rule; and yet, as is hinted in a note to the paper by C. R. C., his
conclusion is 10 12' from the accepted site.
Seeing he deduces from such a source and discovers to the reader the
chain of inference·-whence there seems no room for an error in the
demonstration,-how is it a wrong result can come out 1
The northern limit of the typical map of Israel is placed by the angel
at Zedad, and the southern boundary of the holy portion at Tamar; and,
though the result should confirm their situation, the one of these place:;;
which is to be found in the fine modern survey, Zedad, is placed at
lat. 34° 22' N., instead of at 34° 6'55'.
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64 THE LATITUDE OF MOUNT HOREB.
In tine, Palestine is found by Stow to be signified to be of 288 miles
in length.
The avenue to error is in the affixing of the Cubit, and it is by a
wrong selection here the results have been vitiated, no doubt. The reed
is 6 cubits, but what is the cubit? If we decide erroneously its length,
all will be wrong.
I could not at all concur in the standard the writer fornled, and when
I saw his results come out so near the facts I felt much discomfited,
having a strong conviction, from researches on the Great Pyramid, &c.,
that the sacred cubit is of 25 inches, while he used one of 21.
The author, in seeking to fix this Jewish standard, assumes the cubit
(profane) together with the hand-breadth, shown the Prophet at this
time as the Divine unit, to be 18+ 3 inches.
As to the standard here adopted for the" common cubit," 18 inches,
though found in Godwyn and in nature, a longer one is generally received.
Bishop Cumberland and Pelletier assign the length as 21·888 inches, and
the cubit of Egypt, :Nineveh and Babylon is accepted as being about
20·68. Flinders Petrie, who states that of Egypt at 20·5 to 20·7, in a
paper p. 28, ehows 22·2 to 22·6 inches to be the Phcenician standard from
measurements of tombs (of later Jewish times) about Jerusalem.
Secondly, the Hand-breadth is assumed to be but 3 inches. This also
llas been revised and made nearer 4, being fixed at 3·684. It might seem
likely to be even more than this to many, and, if it were assumed at 41-
(by the dorsum)-
20·6R
4·32
25·00 inches, sacred cubit.
But, taking the larger standard-
2L ·888
:3·684
25·576,
or, again, 21·888+ 3= nearly 25.
This was decided by Newton to be the true length, probably, of tIle
sacred cubit, and I am glad to see the author last quoted allow, in his
late paper, that there is reason to think it the measure of it, and reporting
that in one of the tombs he found an evident reference to this standard of
length (25·2").
J ahn actually confounds this" great cubit " with the Babylonian, and
the learned Godwyn-who is followed by Conder-positively calls the
holy cubit a yard (twi~e 18 inches), and considers this, too, "evidently
proved" from the single argument of the two measures given for the
pillars Jachin and Boaz. Seeing that in Kings these pillars are stated
as each 18 cubits high, and in Chronicles, 35 cubits, he concludes the
latter, including one for the base, is a doubling of the first. But New-
berry satisfactorily reconciles the two accounts. Each pillar, he says,
doubtless, had a round portion of 171 cubits long, and a square base of
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THE LATITUDE OF MOUNT HOREB~ 65~
E
half a cubit. Then the columns proper would be togeth~r 35"in length
nd each 18 ; and, in support of this explanation, he observeMthat the'
!Iebrew for pillar denoted a round one, and that the word translated high
111 2 Chron. iii, 15, should be long.
The right affixing of the length of the sacred cubit is of inuch interest,
and of ,g'reat application for us_ For the Tabernacle and Temple are,
undoubtedly, to be held to be built by It, the measurements of which are
so carefully handed down (as they were so carefully at first ordained and
enjoined), and therefore must be fraught with mysterious significance.
And, not only is it a truth that a number of the sublime harmonier and
relations deducible from the Great Pyramid are dependent on the assump-
tion of this evident Hebrew base and destroyed by supposing the Egyptian'
cubit instead, but I have found a ho':)tof others as beautiful in the other"
sacred structures just referred to, by transferring the cubical measures'
into British ones on the same hypothesis. '
Thus, the transmutation of our own measures in the Great Pyramid to
ri. cubit of 25 inches, and that of cubits (as of 25) to our own in the
Tabernacle an~ Temple may be shown, alike, to furnish harmonies which
their nunlber and beauty prevent one:s thinking would be undesigned
-apart fronl the mystical significance which they undoubtedly, in that
ca.se, en~hrine. It may here be added that the measures of all the
di visions of Palestine, given to Ezekiel, are in close relation, since their
width is invariably 25,000 reeds. Their whole system is' on multiples
of 5, and 25 is its square; just as in the Great Pyramid this number is
most noticeable alld constant, and also in the old Jewish economy and
measurements_ This being granted, it is a priori likely the true Jewish
standard would be 25 inches-5 being, moreover, the Pentateuchal or first
Mosaic Sign.
ThinkiuO' it would be well to see what would be the reRults if this'
Sacred enbit were used, and whether the error in the latitudes would be
any lesR than J_ Slow brings out, I reduced his to this truer standard.
By that he employs, 21 inches, the Reed would be 10! feet long. The
learned GOdW'yIl so far errs as to call it 6 cubits and an hand-breadth, and
the Bishop 6 cubits simply, at 21-8. _
But even then it is longer than made by our author, bemg 10'94 feet_
By the sacred cubit of 20-5 it is 12 feet 9-216 inches, but by 25 it is
12! feet.
Adding, therefore, 2 feet for eve~y reed of the ].45,000of _the length
of the land of Israel, this would Increase the estI~ate arrIved _at by
J. Stow by nearly 55 miles. But great was my asto?lshment ~nd JOY to
see the result that came out, as the correction of Ins calculatIOn by the
troe standard of the sacred cubit-
288 miles, 628' yards
Add 54" 1,626 "
We have 343" 486"
for the true length of Israel.
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66 TIlE LATITUDE OF MOUNT HOREB.
This gives the sublime figure of the cube of seven 38 the mark or limit
of the chosen people of God on earth, among the seven nations of Canaan,
in accordance with the familiar symbolism, the perfect number being even
set in a cube, 7 X 7 X 7. And, though this were to me very sufficient
proof of the justice of the standard I had employed to bring out such a
perfect result, it is, further, in harmony with the arrangement of the
Tribes. For, by a reference to Stow's diagrammatic map, it will be seen
that it was so planned that seven divisions lay to the south and seven to
the north of that sacred one assigned to the Temple, which was, indeed,
the mystical centre of the land, iu a sign of the one God and one altar
-u p to which the people had to come from every part. Here, then, is
a double seven impressively marked in the arrangement, and now we filld
a threefold seven in the length, and it is obvious these are in unison intelli-
gently, as each sets forth the entire land in the most practical and
apparent way. I t may be added that the increment, 486 yards, is but
little short of f nlile, that is of the relation 3i, half of seven.
Since the end of all researches and explorations is profit, or more
abstract truth, and facts become useful and luminous when their signifi-
cance and relations are found, I cannot doubt the foregoing discovery will
prove interesting, perhaps in no common degree, to many readers, and well
deserving of notice here.
It is even important, in the zeal of investigation-since this must
travel so largely anu earnestly in dry facts and the most mundane par-
ticulars-that that which alone makes all these enquiries of value be not
overlooked or forgotten, as if details were of real worth in themselves.
Explorers are constructing the language, letter by lqtter and word by
word, indeed, but it is only that it 'ma.Y be read and enjoyed at last.
Museums are the lexicons, but to stop at lexicons and grammars is a weary
and fruitless task.
These remarks may explain the confidence with which I have noted
and dwelt on the septenary result; and now, in conclusion, we may see
hl)w the latitude is given which the author sought to assign.
I pointed out that he placed Zedad, by this sacred authority, about
160 too low, and Tamar, perhal's, about as much too high (though this
spot I can only find in a very small map). Thus he has made the land
probably about 32 miles too short by his short cubit, and by that of
25 inches about 54 are added. Hence, the error is less-for now it is
apparently 22 miles too long-which is less than 32; and this may, I
suppose, be due to the uncertainties of accurately fixing ancient places-
I do not know if topographers are well assured of the exact site of
Zedad, and Tamar does not seem to be found on the map.
Horeb (Sinai) is given as 28° 32' N., and the latitud~ his demonstra-
tion led Stow to was 29° 44'. I believe, by the correction now introduced,
it would fall at about 29° 25' by this sacred authority-which is nearer
the above. Seeing the point indicated is that of the Waters of Strife,
and the mountain is necessarily of large extent, it is possible the figure
now w-venmay be accurate; it is at least nearer the facts of geography
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NOTE~ AND· ~UERIES. 67
than the one afforded by the map of Ezekiel when interpreted by a
21-inch cubit.
Seeing the result that appeared in symbolic measure, I cannot but
suppose the conclusiO'lls correct so far. For here an almost perfect
quotient is afforded. Hence the errors in latitude of places still evinced
is either, I conceive, imaginary-due to errors in surveying- or in fixing
sites-or owing to mistakes in my own application of distances to
latitudes. Let us also add that, granting the neceS3ar.1Jtruth of the result
which ,gives 7·cubed, it follows that 25 inches is the t.rue sacred cnbit, and
it can be precisely determined by this singular argument, which is, at
least, not one to be lightly set aside. Some may dispute its cogency, but
it appears a sound one to me.
November, 1892.
NOTES AND QUERIES.
Ry CHARLES Fox, M.R.C.S" F.S.S.
I TAKE this channel to make two or three enquirie~ and animadver~i()ns
relative to particulars carefully and laboriouely supplied, and which,
from certain clues my researches on the Grea.t Pyramid, Tabernacle, and
Temple have supplied me with, I deem to be of much interest, It is sur-
prising, and should ever be borne in mind by explorers and on the coming
to knowledge of fresh antiquities, how there is nothing scarcely which
one day, in the light of explanations not yet reached or of other facts not
yet discovered, may not prove to be of interest we should now never
suppose. Thus monuments, larger and smaller, were for ages neglected
because they were thought meaningless or, at best, enigmas, which are
now found to supply confirmation of History or mystery, or to be links of
gre~.t value, or serve to establish the integ~'ity and authenticity of Holy
Writ. \Vhat a striking existence of this is the Boundary Stone of the
Cities of Refuge, a small relic and seemingly unintelligible at first! and
had not the very spot it was found in be€n noted, we should have lost the
deeply interesting and sin~le evidence of the truth of the Bible record as
to their extent. Again, the ancient sarcophagus which is found to contain
the expression " Under the Sun" in its long and apparently useless
inscription has affirmed the Oriental accuracy and antiquity of the
Ecclesi8Btes some had denied. So that it is most desirable every fact of
location, name, number, &c., as well as marking and form, in new finds
should be observed, since all may be found to ha.ve a bearing on sacred
things, whether more or less directly, and many to be such themsel \-Tes.
For it is to be consider~d always that we know not what new explanations
and theories will be reached., especially as further facts are obtained, and
that then things before unintelligible, and indeed uninteresting, and
details long held of no consequence and overlooked may suddenly be of
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